
Introduction to the Vigenère Cipher

The Vigenère Cipher is a variation on the shift cipher which we
discussed in class. The prinicple idea is that instead of shifting all
letters by a fixed amount, we shift letters by varying amounts.

Before officially defining this cipher, we will consider an example of
the general idea at play:



Congratulations, You Are Now A (Better) Spy 2

Example ( Congratulations! You Are Now A (Better) Spy 2)

Enemy agents have started to make their codes more
sophisticated. They now use multiple shifts at once! You intercept
a message and learn that the shifts being used correspond to

∆1 = 4, ∆2 = 15, ∆3 = 7.

How would you encrypt the plaintext “ATE”?

How would you encrypt the plaintext “TEA”?



Congratulations, You Are Now A (Better) Spy 2–Solution

Example ( Congratulations! You Are Now A (Better) Spy 2)

∆1 = 4, ∆2 = 15, ∆3 = 7.

We would encrypt “ATE” to the ciphertext: “EIL”
This is because “A” has �1 = 1 and 1 + 4(mod 26) = 5 so
“E”
“T” has �2 = 15 and 20 + 15(mod 26) = 9(mod 26) so “I”
“E” has �3 = 5 and 5 + 7(mod 26) = 12(mod 26) so “L”

Similarly we would encrypt“TEA” as: “XTH”

Note: that this sends the letter “T” to a different value based on
its position in the word.



Encryption Method: Vigenère Cipher

Definition

An English Language Vigenère Cipher uses a different shift for
each letter, depending on the position of the letter in the message.
Encryption uses the rule

�1 +∆1(mod 26) = �1

�2 +∆2(mod 26) = �2

�3 +∆3(mod 26) = �3

...

where �1 is the first plaintext letter and ∆1 is the first shift, �2 is
the second plaintext letter and ∆2 is the second shift, etc...



Related Idea: Keyword

Definition

We use a Keyword to represent all of the different shifts (and the
order) to be used with a Vigenère Cipher.

Example

The keyword ENEMY gives the following shifts:

∆1 = 5 ∆2 = 14 ∆3 = 5 ∆4 = 13 ∆5 = 25

So the first letter in our message will get shifted 5 places to the
right, the second letter will get shifted 14 places to the right, and
so on.

The key word gives us the sequence of shifts which we will use for
a particular Vigenère Cipher.



Congratulations, You Are Now A (Better) Spy 3

Example (Congratulations! You Are Now A (Better) Spy 3)

An enemy agent uses a Vigenère Cipher. Here are the shifts that
are used:

∆1 = 4, ∆2 = 15, ∆3 = 7.

What Keyword is being used for this Vigenère Cipher?

How would you encrypt the plaintext “MANY”?



Congratulations, You Are Now A (Better) Spy 3 Solutions

Example (Congratulations! You Are Now A (Better) Spy 3)

∆1 = 4, ∆2 = 15, ∆3 = 7.

The Keyword is for this Vigenère Cipher is “DOG”, as D is the
4th letter of the alphabet, O is the 15th letter, and G is the
7th letter.

“MANY” would be encrypted as “RPUC”.
We get this by 13 + 4(mod 26) = 17 or “R”,
1 + 15(mod 26) = 16 or “P”, 14 + 7(mod 26) = 21 or “U”.
For “Y” we use the 1st shift, since there is no given 4th shift.
So 25 + 4(mod 26) = 3 or “C”

If the key word is shorter than the message to be encoded, start
reusing the encryption values in order. Just like we did above.



Decryption Method: Vigenère Cipher

Definition

A Vigenère Cipher can be decrypted as follows:

(i) Identify ∆1,∆2, ∆3, etc . . . corresponding to the letters of the
Keyword.

(ii) Find the additive inverse ∇1 to ∆1. Next find the
additive inverse ∇2 to ∆2. Continue for all values ∆k .

Together, the numbers ∇1, ∇2, ∇3, . . . are called the Decryption
Sequence.

To decrypt a Vigenère Cipher, we use the rule

�k + ∇k(mod 26) = �k .



Congratulations, You Are Now A (Better) Spy 4

Example ( Congratulations! You Are Now A (Better) Spy 4)

The enemy agent starts using a new keyword. You MUST break
this new code! You figure out the shifts being used are

∆1 = 1, ∆2 = 16, ∆3 = 16 ∆4 = 12, ∆5 = 5.

What Keyword is being used for this Vigenère Cipher?

Decrypt the ciphertext message “FDUYD”.



Solutions

The Keyword is “APPLE” as each letter corresponds to the
shifts.

First we must find the decryption sequence. It is

∇1 = 25, ∇2 = 10, ∇3 = 10, ∇4 = 14, ∇5 = 21

we get these values as ∇k + ∆k = 26 for k = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5,
which means they are additive inverses of one another.
Applying this decryption sequence, we get the plaintext
“ENEMY”.
We can see this since F has �1 = 6 and
6 + 25(mod 26) = 31(mod 26) = 5 or “E”. The other letters
follow from applying the decryption sequence. This is left as
an exercise to the reader.



Congratulations, You Are Now A (Better) Spy 5

Example ( Congratulations! You Are Now A (Better) Spy 5)

An enemy agent uses the keyword TOME. What is the
decryption sequence?



Solutions

We have that the keyword in “TOME” which corresponds to

∆1 = 20, ∆2 = 15, ∆3 = 13, ∆4 = 5

therefore, we must have the decryption sequence

∇1 = 6, ∇2 = 9, ∇3 = 13, ∇4 = 21

which was obtained by finding the additive inverses of each of the
above encryption shifts.



Related Idea: Advantages of the Vigenère Cipher

The Vigenère Cipher is a HUGE improvement over Shift Ciphers
because any single letter can be encrypted in many different ways.

Theorem (Counting Possibilities for the Vigenère Cipher)

The number of different ways a letter can be encrypted using the
Vigenère Cipher is at most the length of the keyword being used. If
the keyword has no repeats in letters then this number is exactly
the length of the keyword.

Example

For a Vigenère Cipher that uses the keyword “TWIN”, the letter
“E” could be encrypted using “T”, “W”, “I”, or “N”. This means
that “E” could be encrypted as

Plaintext Numeric � 5 5 5 5
Keyword Numeric 20 23 9 14

Ciphertext � Y B N S


